We consider the problem of identifying the maximal ideals of a Banach algebra S that is contained in a larger Banach algebra B. If S is dense in B in an appropriate sense and if the spectral radii in S and B are the same, then S and B have the same maximal ideals. The result is illustrated by two examples of Banach algebras S in which the density and spectral radius conditions are easily shown to be valid with respect to a larger algebra B whose maximal ideals are known. The first example is a convolution algebra on a group where the functions in the algebra have specified rate of decay. The second example is a generalized version of an algebra introduced by I. Hirschman.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the determination of the maximal ideals of certain commutative Banach algebras. The basic problem is as follows: suppose S is a commutative Banach algebra with a unit and S is known to be contained in a larger Banach algebra B, (B may be normed differently than S). Under what conditions can the maximal ideals of S be identified with those of B? We present two conditions, a spectral radius condition and a density condition, which together are sufficient to identify the maximal ideals of S with those of B.
In general, since S C B, the spectrum of an element in S must contain the spectrum of that same element when considered as belonging to B. So the spectral radius in S generally exceeds that in B. Our first sufficient condition is that the spectral radii are equal. Moreover, this condition is necessary as well.
According to the Gelfand theory of commutative Banach algebras [5] , FB has a subset Fs of functions defined on A', where the functions in Fs correspond to the elements in the subset S. Our second sufficient condition is that Fs is dense in FB . But this condition is not necessary in general. However, there is a conjecture of long standing [4, 5, 151 to the effect that if JY~ is one dimensional, e.g., the unit circle, and if J#~ is the maximal ideal space of S, then Fs is dense in the continuous functions on J@" and a fortiori F, must be dense in FB . In many concrete examples the density condition can be verified very simply. Then as a consequence of our result, the direct problem of determining maximal ideals is replaced by that of verifying the spectral radius condition. Although the latter problem may be difficult in general, we present examples for which it is quite simple.
The main results of this paper are illustrated by two concrete examples of Banach algebras. The first, believed to be new, is a convolution algebra on a group and contained in L, such that the functions in the algebra have a specified asymptotic rate of decay; the second generalizes a class of Banach algebras introduced by Hirschman [IO] .
Finally, we consider two applications of the generalized Hirschman algebras, related to stationary random sequences. The first application concerns the asymptotic behavior of the error of the finite memory, one step predictor, as a function of memory length. This problem has been studied by others [2, 3, 6, 7, 10, Ill; the present results sharpen those obtained by Hirschman [lo] and Devinatz [3] . The second application concerns the asymptotic behavior of the error of the infinite memory, finite lag filter as a function of lag length.
In the development that follows, we freely make use of known results in the Gelfand theory of commutative Banach algebras and topological results pertaining thereto (cf. [5] or [13] ).
NOTATION
In all of what follows, S and B are commutative Banach algebras with norms 1) . JJs and 1) . /le. We always have SC B so that S is a linear manifold in B. Elements of S and B are denoted by f,g, etc.; e denotes the unit in S and B. The maximal ideal spaces of S and B are denoted JY~ and dB respectively; the spaces of Gelfand transforms of elements of S and,B are denoted Gs and FB respectively. Gs consists of continuous functions f defined on &" and these functions correspond to elements f in S. FB consists of continuous functions 3 defined on ..J& and these functions correspond to elements f in B. Moreover FB also has a subset Fs corresponding to the linear manifold S C B. Thus, each f E S has a mpresentation f E F, C FB with domain .A$ , and a different representation f E Gs with domain As. The funtion spaces Fs , Gs and FB are nonned algebras with respect to pointwise operations of multiplication and addition and with respect to the sup norm. But in general, none of these function algebras need be complete normed spaces with respect to this norm; neither are they assumed to be dense in the spaces of all continuous functions on A$or&.
The spectrum of an element f in B is denoted u8( f) and is defined as usual to be the (necessarily nonempty compact) set of complex numbers X such that (he -f) has no inverse in B. The spectral radius off in B, denoted by pe( f) is defined as usual to be
We will use the well known spectral radius formula, which states
If f is in S, we define exactly as above the spectrum us(f) and the spectral radius ps(f). Th e a b ove spectral radius formula is valid with S replacing B. Since S C B, we have for all f in S, u~( f) C us(f) and ps( f) < ps( f).
MAIN RESULTS
The main result of this section, Theorem 1, provides sufficient conditions for the equivalence of the maximal ideal spaces of S and B. Of particular importance in the proof of Theorem 1 is the well known relationship between maximal ideals in a Banach algebra and algebraic homomorphisms on the algebra into the complex numbers [5] : every maximal ideal is the kernel of an algebraic homomorphism, and the kernel of any algebraic homomorphism is a maximal ideal. For convenience, we reiterate in the statement of the theorem some of the notation previously introduced. THEOREM 1. Let S and B be commutative Banach algebras with a unit and let S C B. The maximal ideal spaces of S and B are A" and A+Y~ . The spaces of Gelfand transforms of elements of S and B are G, and Fs . Corresponding to to the subset S in B is a subset F, in FB . Then, in order for As and AB to be homeomorphic and G, andFs to be isomorphic, it is st@cient that (a) for allf E S, ps( f) = ps( f ), and (b) every function J" in FR is uniformly approximable by functions in F, .
Proof. Elements of AB (maximal ideals of B) are denoted M. Elements of J& (maximal ideals of S) are denoted N. We show that every ME A& determines an NE JZ~ via the relation N = M n S. Furthermore, every NE A" will be shown to arise in this fashion.
We show first that for all ME A" , M n S E .A$ . Let h(e) be the homomorphism on B into the complex numbers, with h(.) corresponding to M, thus h-l(O) = M. Let h,( .) be the restriction of h( .) to S. Clearly h,( .) is an algebraic homomorphism on S into the complex numbers, and for all f E S,
and /z;'(O) C S, so that &l(O) C M n S. Conversely h,(M n S) = h(M n S) = 0, so that M n SC h$(O). Thus M n S is the kernel of h,(e) and is hence a maximal ideal of S; i.e., M n S E As .
We have established the existence of a mapping T of J& into .Y& suth that T(M) = M n S. Now f E S has the representations HEFT and f E Gs . Thus, for all ME JIB , f*(TW)) = f'(M).
Let Ml and M, be distinct points in A+!~ . It is well known that FB separates the points of && [5] . By hypothesis, Fs is dense in FB; hence Fs also separates the points of AB . Therefore there is somefEFs such that f(M,) #f(M,). But f (M,) =;(Mi n S). Thus f*( T(M,)) # f( T(M,)), with 9 E Gs , and the maximal ideals T(M,) and T(M,) are distinct; i.e., T is one-to-one.
We now show that T is onto. It is known [5] that in any commutative Banach algebra, the spectral radius of an element equals the maximum modulus of its Gelfand transform. In the present case, we have for all f E S, extension of h(e). Note that for any g E B, the value h,(g) is uniquely defined independent of the approximating sequence. Moreover, it is easy to show that h,(e) is in fact an algebraic homomorphism whose restriction to S in h(e). Let M = &l(O). But N = b-l(O) C &l(O) = M and NC S so that NCMnS.
But h,(M)=h(MnS)=O, so that MnSCN. Hence every NE As is of the form M n S fo; some M E J& . The mapping T is thus an isomorphism, and the relationf(T(M)) = f(M) defines an isomorphism betweenFs and Gs . By a known result [13, p. 121 , the weak topology on J& generated by Fs coincides with the given topology, i.e., the weak topology generated by Fs . Therefore, since Fs and Gs are isomorphic and T is an isomorphism, T must be a homeomorphism. This completes the proof.
Of the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the spectral radius hypothesis is necessary as well as sufficient. The density hypothesis is not necessary. To see this let D be the closed unit disk, let B = Fe be the continuous functions on D, and let S = F, be the functions continuous on D and analytic in the interior of D. Then As = .&s = D but Fs is not dense in FB .
One necessary condition for the theorem is that Fs separates the points of A%?~ . But this condition is not sufficient. To see this, let r be the unit circle, let B = FB be the continuous functions on r, and let S = F, be the boundary values of the functions analytic in D. Then A$, = P while as before, As = D.
The question of the necessity of the density condition has been studied extensively in the particular case for which F, = C(J&,), the continuous functions on As . For example it is known [5] that if AR is totally disconnected and A$ = As, then Fs is dense in C(AYs). If J& is one dimensional the situation is more difficult. Helson and Quigley [8] Sometimes, the density condition can be established very simply. (This is the case for the Banach algebras considered in the following sections.) Then in order to verify the spectral radius condition, the following result can be useful. THEOREM 2. Let S and B be Banach algebra-s with S C B. In order that ps( f) = pB( f) for all f E S, it is necessary and su$kient that for each f E S and each integer TZ > 1, there exists a non negative number qn( f) satisfying: We have for all f E S,
Thus pS( f) = pB( f) and the theorem is proved.
The utility of Theorem 2 is completely dependent on the ease with which one can obtain qlz( f) satisfying the conditions (a) and (b). In the examples in the sections that follow, we will have qn( f) constant for all f and n.
A GROUP ALGEBRA
As an illustration of the previous Theorems, we consider a convolution algebra whose functions have a specified rate of decay. Let G denote a locally compact Abelian group with group operations + and -and invariant measure dp. We assume that G is Hausdorff. For complex-valued functions f and g on G, fg denotes the pointwise product and f * g denotes the convolution. For n a positive integer, f" denotes n-fold convolution. If f is absolutely integrable, let II f II1 = J I f(x)1 dp; L,(G) d enotes the (convolution) algebra of all f with /If II1 < 0~). If f is bounded, let Ilf IL = estEyp If( . Let f" denote the Fourier transform off for f ELI(G), and let Here G is the dual group of G.
If G is discrete so that L,(G) h as a unit, then the maximal ideal space of L,(G) is G. If G is not discrete, then the maximal ideal space of the augmented algebra consisting of L,(G) with a formally adjoined unit is G, , the one point compactification of G [13] .
We define a class U of nonnegative weight functions on G. The set U consists of all such nonnegative v.l Some relevant properties of functions in U regarding boundedness, rate of growth, and closure are presented in the Appendix to this paper.
For a given q E U let L,(G) be the set of measurablef such that l/f/l1 < co and (1 ~fl/~ < co. As the following Theorem shows, L, can be normed in such a way as to make it a Banach algebra. As seen above, the bounded functions with compact support are dense in L,; however these functions, although contained in L, are not dense in L, . It is therefore of interest to consider the space L,*, the closure in the norm of L, of the space of bounded functions with compact support. The space L,* is an algebra; for if f and g EL @*, then for any E > 0, there exist functions f' and g', bounded and with compact support, such that 11 f-f' // < E and // g -g' 11 < C. A simple calculation then shows that jl f * g -f' * g' /I is of order E. Thus, L,*, given the norm in L, , is a Banach subalgebra of L, . Furthermore L,* coincides with the set of functions f E L, for which ess sup I v(x) f WI b ecomes vanishingly small off compact sets.
Since the density and spectral radius conditions of Theorem 1 are obviously satisfied in L,* with respect to L, we have: From the results in the appendix (Theorems A2, A3, A4, A5), v(.) is a (non-symmetric) weakly subadditive function. Then L, consists of absolutely summable sequencesffor which 1 v(n)f(n)l is uniformly bounded. The maximal ideal space of L, is the unit circle. Note that p)(n) grows slowly on the positive integers. Thus some sequences f EL, must necessarily have gaps on the positive integers in order that the sequence be absolutely summable. The algebra L,* is the set off EL, for which limlni+m 1 v(n)f(n)j = 0, and its maximal ideal space is also the unit circle.
As seen above, each weight function q~ E U determines an algebra L,(G); different weight functions v and $ generally lead to different algebras L, and L, . We show in the remainder of this section that the primary criterion by which algebras L, and L, are distinguished is not the detailed behavior of 'p and I/ but rather the relative rate of growth of v and 9 in a neighborhood of infinity.
Asymptotic limits of functions on G are defined as follows: Every v E U, is essentially bounded away from zero outside some compact set. We define an ordering of functions as follows: Equivalence of functions a, and 4, denoted q~ M 1,4, is defined if both v < 4 11, < q hold; such equivalence is a true equivalence relation. It is straightforward that < is a partial ordering modulo equivalence classes. Note that < essentially compares the rate of growth of functions in a neighborhood of infinity. We show that the relation q~ < # for (p, # E U, is "nearly" equivalent to the relation L, CL, . Conversely, if L, CL, for p, t,b E U, , then rp < $.
Proof. Let q~ < 9 and let f EL, be bounded a.e. Then 1 q(x) f (x)1 is bounded a.e. on G. Since ess lim inf q~ = co, there is a compact set N such that on NC, ~JJ is bounded a.e. away from zero. On NC, Wf(4 = ~d4f(4 a.e., and ess lim sup 1 #f 1 = ess lim inf 1($/p) pf 1 < ess lim sup 4/q ess lim sup 1 yf 1 < 00.
Hence there is a compact set N' such that / $(x) f (x)1 is bounded a.e. outside N'. But from Theorem A7 (Appendix) I/I ' is b ounded an compact sets, and by hypothesis, f is bounded a.e., so that 1 $f / is bounded a.e. on G. Thus f E L, .
(Note: If G is discrete then f EL, implies f bounded.) If v(x) 3 E > 0 a.e., then it is unnecessary to assume that f is bounded a.e. because
In order to prove the converse, assume that F and # are not comparable with respect to <. Thus ess lim sup q#~ = ess lim sup #/p) = co.
Under the assumption that ess lim sup q~/# = co, we show there exists fcL, withf#L,.
Let A C G be compact. Since ess lim sup & = ess lim 4 = 00, then for any integer n > 0, there exists an open set A, with a, the closure of A,, compact, such that a, and A are disjoint, ess sup q# 3 n on a, , and essinf*>n ona,. Such sets d, can be chosen to be pairwise disjoint; indeed let d, ,..., A,-, be given with A, an arbitrary neighborhood of 0, the identity in G. Choose with n, compact, ess supq/# > n, and ess inf 4 > n on a,, . For any x,E&, let S, = A, n (xn + A,). Then 0 < p(S,) < p(Ao) < 00. A straightforward modification of the above proof yields:
THEOREM 7. Theorem 6 remains valid with L, and L, replaced by L,* and L** respectively.
As a simple application of Theorem 6, we show that L, is invariant with respect to a translation of q E lJ, . As was the case in the previous section with respect to the algebra L, and L,*, the algebras cF~ and &p,* defined here can be related by inclusion. Theorem 12 below is analogous to Theorem 6 and can be proved by the same method as Theorem 6 was proved. (We do not carry out the details here.) THEOREM 12. Let 9, II, E U, . In order that gq C gti OY &v* C 8**, it is necessary and su$kient that v < $ in the ordering previously defined.
6. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE ALGEBRAS &O AND c?~* An important consequence of Theorems 10 and 11, and in fact the basis for the applications considered below, is the following result. This theorem is analogous to the Wiener-Levy Theorem, and its proof is standard, given the fact that the functions 3 are the Gelfand transforms of elements of &,(b,*) [5] .
As the first application, we consider the asymptotic behavior of the finite memory predictor. Let {..., x-i , x0 , x1 ,...} denote a stationary sequence of zero mean, finite variance random variables, with covariance rn = E(x&-J. (Here, E(.) denotes expectation.) Let pLn and p be the mean squared errors incurred by the best (minimum variance of error) prediction of x1 given linear combinations of the finite past (xg , x-i , xP2 ,..., X-,) and the infinite past (x0 , xh , z-2 ...) respectively. Define 6, = plE -p. It is of interest to relate the asymptotic behavior of 6, to that of Y, .
There are several prior results on this problem [2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 111 . Among the most detailed are results of Hirschman [lo] and Devinatz [3] who showed that if P(0) # 0 and if 01 > 1, then 6, = o(n-=) if and only if
This result was proved in [3] by establishing upper and lower bounds for 6,;
since each of these bounds was expressed as the /s norm of a sequence which in turn was related to the sequence (I~} via an analytic transformation, the result followed from the Wiener-Levy Theorem. Using precisely the same argument as in [3] and [lo] , but in the context of the generalized Hirschman algebras, we have THEOREM 14. Let Lxrn 1 Y, 1 < oc), let P(0) # 0, and let {4pn} be a nonnegative sequence satisf$ng q+,+,,, < K(P),, + &, for all n and m and for some K>,l.
T~en ( As a second application, we consider the asymptotic behavior of the finite lag filter. This problem is somewhat simpler than the one considered above since an exact solution is available. We are considering here the best estimate of the present value of a signal process given observations of signal plus noise not only for the infinite past but also a finite number of future observations. The filter must then incorporate a finite delay or lag as the price for observing the future. Now { . . . . se1 , s,, , s, ,.,. }, the "signal" process, is a stationary sequence of zero mean, finite variance random variables with covariance E(s$J = ri-j . The "noise" process is {***, nPI , no , n, ,...} and is zero-mean, independent of the signal process and is white; i.e., E(n$j) = IV$,-j .
We are interested in the best estimate s,, (k) of s,, based on a linear combination of the observations {So + ni}, i = K, K -l,..., and in the asymptotic behavior of the mean squared error ek = E 1 s,, -s;') j2 as k -+ co. The estimate sik) is given by 
and since ek and N,, are positive real, then so is hi"'. Now (2) is recognized as a standard equation of the Wiener-Hopf type and it can be solved in the standard way. Let P( .) denote the function on [0, 27~1 with Fourier coefficients (ri}, i.e., P is the spectral density of the signal process. Then F(0) + N,, > N,, > 0 and as is well known [7] there is a function d with Fourier coefficients {gi} satisfying For all other K, e, < ek: < e, . Now let uK = eK -e, . Then from (3) and (4), The function g can be determined from P + iV,, via analytic transformation and truncation of Fourier series [12] . Then from Theorem 13, we have: This section is devoted to further investigation of functions in U. Specifically, we investigate closure properties of U under various operations, and the boundedness and growth rate of functions in U. Some results generalize known results concerning subadditive functions, (cf. [9] and [14] ).
Recall that U is the set of functions p defined on a locally compact Abelian Hausdorff group G such that the values of v are nonnegative reals and for each 9) E U, IJJ is weakly subadditive, to be abbreviated WSA; i.e., there is a constant K, > 1 such that for all x, y E G, ~(x + y) < K,(v(x) + v(y)). We will often require that G be an ordered group in the sense that there is a total ordering ,( on G compatible with the group operation + so that for all x, y, z E G, x ,( y implies x + z < y + z. For G ordered, G+ denotes the "positive" semigroup: G+ = {x > O}; G-is the corresponding negative semigroup. R and 2 denote the reals and integers respectively; R* and Z* are the associated semigroups.
A function 9 on an ordered group G is weakly increasing if there is a constant C, , 0 < C, < 1, such v(y) > C,F(X) whenever y 3 x > 0 or y < x < 0. cc> If{%>' P't zs a ozn wise convergent sequence with {KQz} bounded then the pointwise limit q~ is WSA.
This result generalizes one in [14] and is proved in the same way. The following result, specialized to subadditive functions on Euclidean n-space was proved in [9, p. 2531. The present result concerning WSA functions on G is proved by a topological paraphrasing of the proof in [9] . has measure at least equal to p(V) > 0, since the subset E' of V not in E, has a translate, namely x, -E' which is contained in ES n A'. Now E, 3 E,,, so that p(& E,) > p(V) and (Jn E, # al. On the other hand, y(x) = co on nn E, contrary to our hypothesis that 'p is real valued. Thus 'p is bounded on each compact subset of G which does not contain 0. Now, let C be a compact subset of G containing 0, and let x,, be any point not in C. Then C -x0 = S does not contain 0 and by what has been shown above, 9, < M < co on S. Hence, for all x E C, and v is bounded on all compact subsets of G.
Growth Rate of WSA Functions
We show that WSA functions grow no faster than polynomials. 
